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Summary… The USS Scimitar has come to a stop at the Klingon Border. Before her is a small shuttle, believed to belong to the U.S.S. Savona. A ship that remains missing in action since the latest incident within the Televon System.

In Sickbay one pink skinned Laquiexian lies in a critical condition on a bio-bed found almost dead by the away team. On another Bio bed, lies an unconscious Starfleet officer, the commander of the shuttle.

On Star base 657, a Shuttle docks… an officer greets the lady as she steps out, providing her with details to her temporary quarters... And on the shuttle the CSO and XO are free to find what they can… the XO still feels the pain in his right arm…

=/\==/\=BEGIN U.S.S. Scimitar Mission /\==/\=

CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@::Looks out the view screen, takes a step closer and looks again..:: XO: mmm... The Scimitar looks awfully big from here don't you think?
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@::taps away at the shuttles communication console::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::is on the bridge:: *XO*: Commander what is your situation
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Walks over to the Laquiexian first as he orders Ciaran to check up on the officer.::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Walks down into the shuttle bay eager to get to grips and dismantle the shuttle::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::sat very uncomfortably in the shuttle - always HATED flying::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@CSO: Very big. ::applies pressure to the wound on his right arm:: Ok, who scratched the paintwork?
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@::Takes a step back and enters the navigational systems, trying to find proof if the shuttle had either been on manual or automatic control, where it was from and where it was headed::
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::on the bridge, looking at the incoming reports and awaiting the details on the shuttle::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::He takes out his medical tricorder to scan the Laquiexian from head to toe, trying to learn what he can about it and perhaps find something to help it as well.::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: When will the shuttle be ready for towing ?

Action... The doors of the CNS’s shuttle open and a gentleman pops his head in...

XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@*CO*: Shuttle is secure Cap'n, though I am a little injured, I suggest you have Mr DuPont and Mr Abmeraz meet us in the shuttle bay.
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<Ens_Dart> CNS: Welcome to Star base 657... ::he throws a Padd towards her::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@XO: Want to fly it inside? Or shall I?
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::turns round sharply as the door opens and just catches the PADD:: Dart: I'm sorry?
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*XO*: Understood, shut down all non essential systems as the Shuttle will be placed into a tractor beam
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@CSO: I think I'll take her in if you don't mind Jon... It’s been a while. ::smiles::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Prepares a force field to envelop the shuttle when it is brought into the shuttle bay::
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
::checks his console and raises an eyebrow:: CO: To be honest I wouldn't know I don't use the tractor beam that much, but I could destroy it for ya.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*EO*: Bolitho to DuPont
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO*: DuPont here
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@XO: You did pass your flight test last month didn't you? ::smiles:: Seems the last place it stopped was Laquiex. It's been on the same course we saw it on till we interfered
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the FCO with a small smile:: FCO: Try the Holodeck if you need target practise, just a tow would be good
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
:;checks his console:: CO: I couldn't give an honest estimate if I could.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*EO*: Please meet Commander MacAllister in the shuttle bay, if you feel the shuttle is better placed on this ship, see to it, if not we can tow
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@::taps at the flight control console:: CSO: Can you extrapolate a point of origin?
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: understood
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*CMO*: Bolitho to Abmeraz
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<Ens_Dart> CNS: I'm Ensign Dart, the meeting and greeting guy... ::nods to the Padd:: that shows you where your temporary quarters are... ::adding as an after thought:: ma'am.
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO*: Aye Ma'am I'' communicate with the commander directly
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::listens to the conversation over the Comm and prepares the tractor beam intensity for shuttle tow purposes just in case::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::looks blankly at Dart:: Dart: I thought I was supposed to be en route to the Scimitar as soon as I arrived here.  No-one mentioned anything to me about quarters.
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Still checking out the impressive pink skinned alien. As he is trying to lean forward a little examine the many eyes, he's somewhat startled by the captain's call.:: *CO*: Abmeraz here, go ahead.
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
COM: Savona: Shuttle DuPont to Commander MacAllister
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@XO: First thing I can see is that it was about 2AU from the Arillian border. Before that the logs show nothing.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*CMO*: Commander MacAllister needs you assistance or a medic in the shuttle bay for his return. ::stops and thinks:: Bolitho out
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::Picks up a padd::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@CSO: is there any sign of tampering? ::brings the shuttle on a course into the shuttle bay::
Host SM_TigerLady says:
# <Ens_Dart> CNS: Scimitar is away your going to medical... ::he nods once more before stepping back:: Sickbay deck 5...
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::looks at Dart in shock::  Dart: I beg your pardon, Ensign?
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*XO*: Commander Please advise me if you are flying that shuttle in after I asked for all non essential system on the shuttle to powered down ?
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@XO: Not that I can see at the moment. But I’m sure the technical department can answer that question a lot better. I'll check the basic flight computers so we can handle this thing
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::overhears the CO's conversation and smiles faintly while waiting for the decision what is going to happen with the shuttle::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@*CO*: Well I just thought I'd save the bother of locking on a tractor beam and towing it Cap'n, but if you insist I'll shut down now.
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<Ens_Dart> CNS: It's on the Padd, and standard procedure, especially with the increasing closeness of the ::mumbles:: .. Sickbay it is then ::he tries to smile::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*XO*: Thank you commander, any other time I would not mind, but we know nothing about that shuttle or what has happened to the crew.. The systems powered down are safer I will have the CTO beam you in to the shuttle bay
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
@XO: The path would have taken her to Rura Penthe. I can't seem to find any record of this shuttle ever being near the Televon system, although that's where she had supposedly disappeared.
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::shuts down all power to the engines and lets the small craft drift toward the shuttle bay::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Nods in thought, knowing very well the captain can't see that from where he is as he is still looking over the body and scanning his various parts. Apparently this... thing has had his body in a milkshake mixer. Everything is exactly... where he would least expect it to be:: Self: Fascinating.
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::frowns, perturbed, then looks at the PADD, nodding::  Dart: Lead the way, Ensign.  ::gets up out of her seat and waits for Dart to show her the way to sickbay::
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::glances at the CO::  CO: For what it is worth, Captain... I have to agree with you assessment to keep the shuttle in our tow until we know everything about it...
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Waits for the shuttle to arrive::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
@CSO: Nice work Jon, shut down everything but life support and let the Engineers dig the rest of the logs out.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: Thank you Lt . Get them off that shuttle and get that shuttle in to the shuttle bay please ::Shakes head::
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods at the CO's comment and locks onto the XO and CSO, preparing to transport::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::nods, then powers down all the systems, making a note of the various interesting positions in the log::
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
*CSO, XO*: Preparing for transport... please standby...
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::activates the transporters and beams the XO and CSO to the shuttle bay::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::He finally turns around and pats Ciaran on his shoulder.:: Ciaran: Well, Mr. Doyle. Have close eye on our guests for now. You might have the officer stay here to rest for now and let me know if the situation changes with our pinkish friend here. I'll be at the shuttle bay if you need me.
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
<MO_Ciaran> ::Looks at the CMO and nods:: CMO: Yes sir. I'll keep you informed.

Action... The CSO and XO vanish from the shuttle reappearing moments later in the shuttle bay....

CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Looks around as he materializes in the shuttle bay:: Self: right, he could've just beamed me to the bridge
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Prepares an invasive diagnostic to 'interrogate' the shuttle's systems::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Nods and smiles as he leaves for the nearest TL to take him to the shuttle bay:: *XO*: Commander, be advised that I'm on my way to meet you sir.
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods at the CO::  CO: The XO and CSO have been beamed to the shuttle bay...
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::adjusts the tractor beam::  CO: Tractor beam is standing by for tow duties on your order, Ma'am.
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<Ens_Dart> ::Looks perplexed:: he reaches over and instructs the computer to help her find her way:: CNS: There's some things I don't do, and my job is here.
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
XO: You're going to sickbay? I'm off to the bridge. I'll inform the captain and then I’ll see if I can make some sense of the shuttle logs so far
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: excellent
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: put us on a course back to the Star base Lt
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Walks over to the XO:: XO: Commander I have a level 10 force field prepared to envelop the shuttle as soon as she passes into the shuttle bay and with your permission I have prepared my own little invasive program that will interrogate the shuttles computer
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::narrows eyes::  Dart: Of course.  ::watches him suspiciously as she enters the Turbo lift::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#TL: Sickbay
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Hears the EO:: EO: Nothing too aggressive I hope? I think the logs have been tampered with
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
CO: Aye-Aye, Back to Star base we go! :;sets course:: CO: Speed?
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::enters sickbay and looks around::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
CSO: Nothing to aggressive Lt. But it will tell us if any of the logs and systems have been tampered with
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
EO: Good ::wobbles a bit:: EO/CSO: I think I need to sit down.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: warp 3 oh and send a message to the Task force of our intensions please
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> ::sees the CNS enter, he looks across at her:: CNS: And you are?
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
XO: Should I declare a medical emergency sir and demand the CMO come down here and treat you?
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#Nurse: Lieutenant Roalla Modalis, reporting for a medical as ordered.
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
::mutters something about that he's not the only bridge officer on the bridge:: CO: Aye, Warp 3 and sending message :;sends a quick audio message to the taskforce that the Scimitar is heading back to Star base::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::After only a short ride on the TL he arrives at the right floor he exits the TL and finds the quickest route to the shuttle bay.::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::looks up at the EO as he sits on the step:: EO: Didn't someone say he was coming?
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
XO: Not that I’m aware of sir?
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
EO: I must have imagined it... find out where he is.
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Walking into the shuttle bay he looks around:: XO: Sir? Anyone?
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: Let me know when the shuttle is aboard
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> ::nods with a smiles, then raises his hand to rub across his mouth as his speaks:: CNS: Excellent, welcome Counsellor, this shouldn't take too long
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods at the CO:: CO: Understood...\
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::activates the tractor beam, creating a task window to keep an eye on the readings from the shuttle as he positions it in front of the shuttle bay doors::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::nods::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Spots the CMO and shouts:: CMO: Over here Doctor , the XO is not feeling well!
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Sees the EO wave at him and starts to walk a little faster as he takes out his med kit, which he luckily grabbed before leaving sickbay.:: EO: What seems to be the emergency ensign?

Action.. The little shuttle is caught by the Scimitar's tractor beam with ease, she begins to slowly move close...

EO_Ens_DuPont says:
CMO: The XO appears uhh ill sir
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::as the shuttle moves in front of the shuttle bay he activates the shuttle bay’s tractor beam and begins pulling the shuttle slow into the shuttle bay itself::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Looks up and sees the CMO enter the shuttle bay:: XO: I'll leave you in the capable hands of our butcher and inform the captain
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::looks up again after hearing the CMO:: CMO: That was quick.
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
CMO: He was shot in the arm doc
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: once the shuttle is aboard engage
Host SM_TigerLady says:
# <SB_Nurse> CNS: If you could sit there please. ::Motions to the bio bed, smiles reassuringly:: I would like to take a blood sample.
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::sits on the bio bed::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Wonders how he never spotted that the XO was favouring his injured arm and vows to spend more time with his crewmates than with the systems and engines of the Scimitar::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Leaves the XO in the hands of the CMO and heads for the bridge finally::
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
CO: Aye- Aye, That's gonna take a while, ma'am.
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::as the shuttle moves into the shuttle bay he nods at the FCO to close the shuttle bay doors::  CO: The shuttle is inside the shuttle bay, Ma'am... landing it shortly...  ::looks at the display of the shuttle bay::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Notices the blood around the hole in the XO's uniform and as it would seem his arm as well.:: XO: Whoa... looks like they got you pretty bad. Let's have a look at that shall we? ::He opens his med kit and takes out the regenerator. Before trying to heal the wound he tries to scan it for any infections.::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: well keep your fingers warm Lt
Host SM_TigerLady says:
# <SB_Nurse> CNS: Is there your first time this far from home ma'am… pretty bleak sector if you ask me.. ::takes the sample of the CNS's blood, walking away immediately to test it::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: CTO: Thank you
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
FCO: engage
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Turns away from the XO and the CMO and turns his attention to the shuttle::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: We need to interrogate that other crew member
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#CNS: No.  ::tries to smile politely::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge ::As the TL chirps its confirmation he thinks about what this all could mean::

Action... Scimitar quickly jumps to warp returning to Star base 657 with extra cargo and two new passengers...

CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CSO: Ahh Lt , I trust everything went well
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::lands the shuttle in the shuttle bay and nods at the CO::  CO: Understood, I will contact the CMO and ask him if the Starfleet officer in any condition to answer questions...
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::Exits the TL and enters the bridge:: CO: Mostly yes ma'am. The XO got shot in the arm. The CMO is taking care of him now.
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Makes sure that the force field is in place and monitors the shuttle for any system activity::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: I will be accompanying you
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Getting too much into his work again, he doesn't  notice the EO and CSO leave them. As he finds nothing out of the ordinary on the wound, he starts to use the regenerator to close it.:: XO: I think I need you in sickbay for a few hours. You seem to have lost quite some blood. ::Pauses to watch the regenerator do its work.:: How do you feel?
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods::  CO: Gladly, Captain.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CSO: So I hear.. I take it that it’s not serious
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
CO: Well, he didn't look very cheery when I left him, but I’m sure the CMO will patch him up. Ma'am. There something peculiar with the logs in the shuttle
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
CMO: Woozy. tell the FCO to hold the ship steady.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CSO: Go On ?
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
::his hands glides over his console and he sets the Scimitar on course at WARP 3::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
Well, First of all there is no evidence the shuttle has ever been in the system where it was reported lost. Furthermore: The first location the logs record is 2AU from Laquiex. The course it took would've taken it to Rura Penthe
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Prepares to initialise the program on the shuttle's systems while ensuring that the shuttle's systems are off line and that there is no link between the program and the Scimitar's systems ::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Smiles:: XO: Woozy is it? And err.. the ship IS steady. Just try and relax a little. I have this nearly done. ::Works on the last bit of the wound to regenerate.:: *CO*: Captain, Abmeraz here. I would like to inform you that I need Commander MacAllister in sickbay for the next few hours. He has lost a little too much blood.

Action... The CNS begins to feel distant from everything, not 100% ... The Nurse continues to check his sample.

CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::takes position next to the CO, nodding at the CSO while listening to his debrief, memorizing it for the interrogation::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::holds on to the bio bed, trying to regain focus::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
CO: Ma'am, Are we going to the first reported position of the shuttle?
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#Nurse: Um....ex.....excuse me........?
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
:: Thinks for Minute:: CSO: Inform Dupont of what you have gathered so far and then see what you can find on ships database on Rura Penthe
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
CO: Rura Penthe is a prison colony of the Klingons ma'am
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::tries to stand up:: CMO: No, I need to get back to the bridge. I've worked on worse injuries than this.
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Initialises his program and he monitors it as it gets to work on the shuttle::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CSO: No we are heading back to the star base for now.. I will be with Lt Watson with the other crew member .. you have the bridge LT.
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::He puts his gear back into his med kit and scans the XO one more time.:: XO: I doubt you would be of much help there at the moment. Take my advice on this... you need the rest.
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::wonders::  CSO, CO: Could be the officer was taking his passenger to Rura Penthe ?
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> ::Looks around:: CNS: Ah.. Lie back it should pass... ::smiles once more with a pause::.. soon enough, everything will be fine.
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::wobbles again like an alcoholic:: CMO: You're going to stop me Zoran?
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
CO Aye ma'am. CTO: Possibly, but the klingons don't really allow any ships around there.
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
:;sits back and waits:: Self: You know I could do this job from my own quarters.
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::lies back, totally unconvinced::  Nurse: I....I can't.......read you.......
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::Listens:: CSO: Thank you for the information Lt .. CTO: lets see what out guest has to say
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods::  CSO: True... which raises the question why they where going there and if so, who authorised it...  ::thinks for a moment again as he nods at the CO and CSO before moving to the TL::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Takes a few steps back and watches the XO wobble:: XO: No need to try Ethan. I could perform a simple ancient test whether to find you fit enough to work. Try walking to me, placing your heel to your toe... and try that in a straight line. ::Smiles and crosses his arms.::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::nods at the CO and the CTO and turns around to his console. The klingons weren't about to let a shuttle get to their prison colony just like that. The welcoming commitee proved that. Unless they had been there to escort the shuttle if it had made it across the border undetected by us::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
::Reads the data coming through from the shuttle and lets out a low whistle::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: Where is the guest being held
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
CMO: And what's this supposed to prove? ::Places one foot heel to toe with the other one and falls over sideways::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
CMO: Ouch.
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> ::chuckles:: CNS: Welcome to Star base 657... ::heads towards her with a light green liquid in a glass::
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::tries to scream::
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> CNS: Drink this it will help ::sounds sincere as he leans over with the glass::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Quickly rushes to catch the XO and prevent him from falling to the floor.:: XO: My point exactly. You are in no condition. And excuse me for saying so, even though you outrank me, I can not allow you to be on duty right now. ::He helps the XO back on his feet:: Computer: Computer, 2 to beam to sickbay.
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::tries not to allow him to make her drink, but is too dizzy to stop him::
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::enters the TL after the CO::  TL: Sickbay...  ::turns to the CO::  CO: According to my information we should be able to find the two in sickbay....
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*CMO*: Bolitho to Abmeraz
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::points his finger at the CMO but disappears before he can say anything::
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
::He should see if he can find out how long the klingons had been tracking the shuttle and if their behaviour changed when the Scimitar appeared::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::is in the TL:: CTO: keep in mind what the CSO said .. I’m intrigued to see what Dupont comes up with .. something is not right here
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Looks around and just catches the captains’ call as he and the XO arrive at sickbay.:: *CO*: Abmeraz here, go ahead.
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::finds himself on a bio bed::

Action... As the liquid passes the CNS's lips it tastes quite vile despite the sugar and bitter lime flavourings....

CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::splutters, but swallows::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*CMO*: We are on way to SB now to speak to one of the Crew members, how is commander MacAllister ?
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods::  CO: Same here...  we should keep in mind that the logs could have been fabricated to display the findings the CSO just informed us off... question then would be... why ?
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO* DuPont to Bolitho
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::Goes to answer the CTO and hears Dupont: *EO* Bolitho here

Action.. As the CNS swallows the liquid it seems to slowly stabilise her, she becomes more conscious of her surroundings once more.. the nurse smiles to her

CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
*CO*: Affirmative ma'am. The XO is with in sickbay at the moment. I need to have him down here for at least an hour or so. He lost a lot of blood and he can't... err... seem to walk or stand straight up. I'm sorry.
CNS_LtJG_Modalis says:
#::comes round::  Nurse: What happened?
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO*: Uhh Captain I have some information pertaining to where this shuttle been
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*CMO*: Okay doctor let me know when he’s fit for duty
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::tries to sit up::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*EO* Excellent I’m all ears .. any information would be good before we speak to the crew members
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
::Checking his console and sensors::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: can you here Dupont ?
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
FCO: Does our course take us anywhere near Televon?
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::nods at the CO::  CO: I'm all ears as well...
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
*CO*: Will do captain. I'll try to make his recovery a quick one. Abmeraz out. ::He walks over to the XO and enters a few commands into the console of his bio bed.::
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
CSO: Yep, but we are heading for the Star base you want a look. I suggest you jump in a shuttle.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
::waits to here from the EO::
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
CMO: What are you doing? ::keeps trying to sit up::
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO*: From what I can the shuttle order have been wiped clean from the shuttle's computer but I can tell you that the point of this origin was Televon and its first point of destination was Arillian space
CTO_Lt_Watson says:
::as the TL arrives on deck 4 he gets out and walks with the Captain to the sickbay entrance doors::
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Holds the XO down:: XO: Have no worries. I am just trying to get your blood pressure back to normal again. Just stay down please. This will be a lot easier if you go along with it.
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
FCO: If I wasn't sure the captain would shoot the shuttle out of space I might have. ::Turns to his console and engages the long range sensors to see if he can pick something up::
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
*EO*: Arillian!! I Knew things were too quiet, is there any further information ?
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
::Submits and lies down:: CMO: I'm telling you... I'm fine.
CO_Capt_Bolitho says:
CTO: Okay now we have a klingon prison camp Arillians we need to find a link somewhere Lt
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
FCO: is there a way to take a little detour that way? Just...past the edge for example
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Smiles:: XO: You will be, now hold still. ::He takes one of his tools on the side of the bio bed, attaches it to the XO's arm and taps it a few times.:: There, all set. Would you like me to put you to sleep for an hour or do you want to wait it through?
Host SM_TigerLady says:
#<SB_Nurse> CNS: You'll be fine now, it's a reaction to an anti virus ::shrugs with a smile:: Thank you for your time... if you feel tired for a few hours that's not abnormal.
EO_Ens_DuPont says:
*CO*:  The shuttle systems refer to a 'dead zone' within Arillian space Captain....that’s all I have at the moment I can properly review the information and advise further
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
CSO: I got strict orders, you want a course change you'll have to ask the CO.
XO_Cmdr_MacAllister says:
CMO: Sleep? Why would I want to.... OW!
CSO_Lt_Pierce says:
FCO: Since when do you care about orders? You aren't growing soft on me are you?
CMO_Lt_Abmeraz says:
::Takes his hypo:: XO: That is why. Sleep well Ethan. ::And puts the XO to sleep::
FCO-LtJG-Exeter says:
CSO: Nope, but I'm to lazy to make any alterations.

=/\==/\=Pause Mission=/\==/\=
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